Introduction to Citing and Referencing using APA Style
Survey

Go to Kahoot.it on your computer or device

Enter the code

Answer the survey questions
Objectives

• Define the terms academic honesty, plagiarism, citation/citing, reference/referencing, in-text citations, quotations and paraphrase

• Match in-text citations and references

• Find the information necessary to make a reference

• Use the library’s reference generating tools to create and correct references

• Use the library’s APA resources to create a reference and in-text citation
**In-text citations**

- A note in your sentence to tell your instructor you used a source (a book, article, webpage, etc.) to write your sentence
  - Required for quotations and paraphrases

**Includes:**
- author(s)
- date/year
- page number/paragraph number/heading

**Examples:**
- (Laurence, 2014, p. 10)
- (Jones & Smith, n.d., para. 5)
- (Parkland Institute, n.d., “Research Focus”).
References

• Listed on a separate page at the end of your assignment
• Provides more details about a source (book, webpage, article, etc.) you used (cited in-text)
• Includes: author(s), date, title and other information

Example:

The popular perception of rising crime rates in Canadian society is not supported by the evidence. While “the crime rate increased steadily” between 1962-1991 it has since declined significantly, reaching its lowest point in 2013 since 1969 (Statistics Canada, 2015, para. 7). Despite these developments, the public typically inflates current crime rates. According to Jung, Ahn-Redding and Allison (2014), studies seeking to determine the accuracy of public estimates of crime have “consistently found that the public tendsto give estimates well above reported trends and numbers” (p. 344).

References


Activity: Match the citation and reference

Sentence from essay

A study of current initiatives revealed there are many opportunities to improve Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) programs in Canada (Pool, Schmidt, Green & Hemsing, 2016, p. 9).

Reference


Activity: Match the citation and reference

Reference

Sentence from essay
Fleras (2012) argued that in Canada “minority women have difficulty identifying with mainstream feminist theories that ignore racial hierarchies” (p. 173).


Activity: Match the citation and reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence from essay</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>According to the Government of Alberta (n.d.), from 1991 to 2017 only &quot;100 cases of Lyme disease were reported&quot; (&quot;Ticks, Lyme disease statistics&quot;).</td>
<td>Alberta (no date). Lyme disease and tick surveillance. Retrieved from <a href="https://www.alberta.ca/lyme-disease-tick-surveillance.aspx#toc-6">https://www.alberta.ca/lyme-disease-tick-surveillance.aspx#toc-6</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Carbo (2018) explained that “toxic masculinity” is a socialized behavior that is the result of masculinity being defined as “the expression of strength, dominance, assertiveness, and power” and “does not imply that men are inherently violent” (para. 5).

Reference
Finding the information

- Citation and referencing provides details about the sources you used
- You need to collect these details from the source
- It can be tricky to find but should be on/in the source
- Information such as (depends on the source):
  - Authors/creators
  - Date – year (month and day if available)
  - Title
  - Publisher information
  - Web link (URL)
Activity: Find the information

1. Messages: building interpersonal communication skills

Author(s) - Joseph A. Devito, Dawne Clark, Rena Shimoni
Publication date - 2016
Title - Messages: building interpersonal communication skills
Publisher information
• City - Toronto, Canada
• Company - Pearson Canada
Activity: Find the information


Author(s) - Aventa Centre for Excellence for Women with Addictions
Publication date - No date
Title - Harm reduction
Publisher information
• Web address/link - https://aventa.org/harm-reduction/
Activity: Find the information

3. Contested codes: The social construction of Napster
   
   **Author(s)** - David Spitz, & Starling D. Hunter
   **Publication date** - 2005, July 1
   **Title** - Contested codes: The social construction of Napster
   **Journal name** - The Information Society
   **Volume and issue numbers** - volume 21, issue 3
   **Page numbers** - 169 - 18
   **Publisher information**
   • Journal webpage - https://www.tandfonline.com/loi/utis20
   • doi - 10.1080/01972240490951890
How to make an APA reference

• The library and other websites have tools that can help you create a reference
• These tools are good starting points but you need to check for mistakes
How to make an APA reference

• The library and other websites have tools that can help you create a reference
• These tools are good starting points but you need to check for mistakes
Other Reference & Citation Generators

Google Scholar

“The Freedom to Choose”: Neoliberalism, Feminism, and Childcare in Canada
E McKenna - Review of Education, Pedagogy, and Cultural ..., 2015 - Taylor & Francis
In the second-wave women's movement in Canada (1965–1985), the rhetoric of "freedom" and "choice" occupied a prominent position in public discourses. Waged as rallying points to resist entrenched forms of gender inequality in all areas of social, economic, and ...
Other Reference & Citation Generators

Bibme
• http://Bibme.org

Cite this for me
• http://www.citethisforme.com/

NSCU Citation Builder
• https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/citationbuilder/
Checking a reference

- The library's **APA guide** and **FAQ** can help you correct references.
Activity: Correct the reference

1. Go to www.bowvalleycollege.ca/library

2. Search for: The 7 habits of highly effective people: Powerful lessons in personal change

3. Use the "Reference" tool to create the reference

4. Check the reference using the APA guide or FAQ

5. What's wrong with this reference?


Activity: Correct the reference

1. Go to www.bowvalleycollege.ca/library
2. Search for: Racism in a Multicultural Canada: Paradoxes, Politics, and Resistance
3. Use the "Reference" tool to create the reference
4. Check the reference using the APA guide or FAQ
5. What's wrong with this reference?


Activity: Correct the reference

1. Go to www.bowvalleycollege.ca/library

2. Search for: Messages: building interpersonal communication skills

3. Use the "Reference" tool to create the reference

4. Check the reference using the APA guide or FAQ

5. What's wrong with this reference?


Activity: Correct the reference

1. Go to www.bowvalleycollege.ca/library

2. Search for: Environmental Harm of Hidden Subsidies: Global Warming and Acidification

3. Use the "Reference" tool to create the reference

4. Check the reference using the APA guide or FAQ

5. What's wrong with this reference?


Activity: Correct the reference

1. Go to http://Bibme.org
2. Click on
   ![I only want to create citations]
3. Click on APA
4. Click on Website and enter https://aventa.org/harm-reduction/
Activity: Correct the reference

5. Check the reference using the APA guide or FAQ

6. Is there anything wrong with this reference?


Does the source have an author?

More Help

• APA guide and FAQ

• Academic Honesty and APA course in D2L

• Academic honesty presentation and video

• APA video tutorials

• APA template for Microsoft Word

• Librarian@bowvalleycollege.ca